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BREWSTER MCLEOD ARCHITECTS
The world of Brewster McLeod Architects is about creating architecture with the delicate balance of living
art forms in their natural environments. The relationship the architects of Brewster McLeod form with their
clients transforms dreams into reality. The goal of each design is to ensure all elements of the client’s desires are
expressed with stylistic insight and thoughtful living. The result is architecture set perfectly within the landscape,
creating the scenery, setting and soul for a home. Luxurious mountain estates, homes nestled against quaint
streams and infinity pools at 8,000 feet become a world of living at Brewster McLeod Architects.

Jamie Brewster McLeod, AIA, Owner
112 South Mill Street / Top Floor
Aspen, CO 81611
970.544.0130
126 South Oak Street, Suite A
Telluride, CO 81435
970.728.4300

“Our goal is to create a living piece
of art that reflects the unique lifestyle
of our client, complemented by a
wonderful experience.”

office@brewstermcleod.com
brewstermcleod.com

FEATURES: We achieved sophistication, comfort and function with a
kitchen design that allowed for extra living space while accommodating
the hearth of the home where the family gathers most.

FEATURES: With year-round entertainment in mind, this extraordinary
cabana features an indoor kitchen and outdoor BBQ, infinity pool and
accompanying spa, custom putting green and water feature, all of
which is complemented by sweeping views.
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How do you define a
successful project?

What do you like most
about your job?

How do you think your clients
would characterize you?

It’s the journey that the
homeowners and I take
through the discovery and
realization of a design,
along with their admiration
of the final product that
determines success.

My greatest reward is
watching my clients’ dreams
fulfilled throughout the
design and building process,
evolving relationships along
the way.

My clients find me extremely
attentive, focused and
efficient throughout each
project, with a creative
intuition for design and an
extremely knowledgeable
approach to construction.

FEATURES: This mountain home remodel sheds fresh light on a dark,
enclosed space. By eliminating walls, adding skylights and a new color
palette, the kitchen became a favorite place to entertain.

FEATURES: The awardwinning design of this
ski-in, ski-out mountain
home offered a symbiotic
and balanced flow from
room to room, creating
intimate spaces within the
overall design.

FEATURES: Large and luxurious, this Aspen living room provides the
owners with sophisticated design combining comfort with ambiance
and incredible stone elements. The expansive views from all sides of
the home allow natural living with abundant sunlight.

